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M~ J.,u,41\, ~ D~-1, . . . by Wendell McConnaha 
Dear Parents, Alumni and Friends, 
As a laboratory school, PLS is often misunderstood as to its role and function. This 
misunderstanding is not unique to the general population. There is a lack of understand-
ing even among our supporters. This lack of awareness can cause frustration when it 
surfaces in conversations with colleagues on campus. However, the ramifications can be 
financial when they surface within the state agencies that provide our funding. 
This situation results in Price Lab sometimes being treated as a "Public School," 
eligible for state funding, and at other times being treated as a "Regents School" which 
is not able to receive funds earmarked for other public schools. We have been able to 
supplement these funding shortfalls through giant writing and other fundraising efforts 
by faculty, students and parents. However, we are constantly looking for other methods 
o assist us in our support of school programs. 
One major effort has been orchestrated by Kathy Oakland, former PLS language arts 
teacher and current member of the Office of Field Experiences. Kathy has been working 
for several years with personnel from Latta's. Her efforts have resulted in School 
Specialty-Latta Division, agreeing to remodel the three classrooms which ~ouse Unit II. 
The project, under the direction of Larry Willms and Mike Weiss, will provide new floor 
coverings, window treatment and furniture. Price Laboratory School will credit the 
manufacturers donating the equipment, evaluate the effectiveness of the new materials, 
and give feedback to the company regarding their findings. 
We are pleased with Kathy's and Latta's work on our behalf, and we are hopeful that 
other business/school partnerships will result in further gains for our school. Creatively, 
we will continue to work on maximizing our efforts on behalf of our students. 
NU Alum Receives Lux Service Award 
Forrest Roberts, a religion and biology major and a 1992 graduate of NU High, was a 
recipient of the honored LUX Service Award during the UNI Homecoming Weekend. 
This award, sponsored by the UNI Alumni Association and the Homecoming Commit-
tee, was named LUX that is Latin for "light" and was derived from the lamp on the UNI 
seal - the symbol for knowledge. The award recognizes two students for outstanding 
service and extraordinary contributions to UNI. 
Each nominee had to maintain a 3.0 GPA, have completed 40 credit hours at UNI 
and shown a demonstration of service to UNI in his or her college career. After being 
nominated, the nominees then completed an essay and gathered letters of recommenda-
tion from two faculty members. Thirty-five nominees were considered. The nominees 
. ere then reduced to five finalists and two winners were chosen from these five indi-
-viduals. 
Forrest attended PLS from kindergarten through grade 12. While attending NU 
High, Forrest was active in Model UN, National Honor Society, Homecoming Court, 
Drama Club, Speech Contests, tennis team and bowling team. 
Dialogue on Parenting 
Multicultural Education 
Provides a Path Toward 
Better Learning 
Lucinda Katz 
Parents have many questions about 
rearing their children and the work of 
teachers and other people at school. 
Because of these questions, the PLS 
Newsletter is beginning a series called 
"Dialogue on Parenting" to look at issues 
relating to parenting and schooling. If you 
have questions you would like to have 
addressed, please write Lynn Dykstra, 
Editor, PLS Newsletter, Malcolm Price 
Laboratory School, 19th and Campus 
Streets, Cedar Falls, IA 50613. 
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Our first dialogue is with Lucinda 
Katz, Director of the University of 
Chicago Laboratory Schools. In addition 
to her work at the Lab Schools, Lucinda 
has been a Lecturer in the Department of 
Education at the University of Chicago 
and at the Erickson Institute. One of her 
areas of interest deals with learning in a 
multicultural environment. In this 
dialogue, Katz discusses the importance of 
multicultural education and the role 
parents play in supporting its success at 
home and at school. 
Q. Why is it important for parents and 
schools to be concerned about 
multicultural education? 
A. The population of this country is 
changing. In order to understand other 
people, to appreciate their contributions, 
and to become part of one national 
community, we have to understand a 
variety of different groups. Hispanics, for 
instance, are the fastest growing minority 
group in this country, and we must be able 
to understand their heritage and the 
contributions they make to enrich us as a 
country. Another group that is increas-
ingly represented among recent immi-
grants are the large number and variety of 
Asians. So the first reason to be con-
cerned about multicultural education 
stems from the fact that it helps us 
understand our fellow Americans better. 
A second reason comes from the fact that 
the world is shrinking. This situation will 
certainly be important to our students as 
travel and work in other countries become 
more accessible. Using a second lan-
guage, understanding the customs, values, 
and beliefs of another country will be an 
asset in trade, politics, business, education, 
and communication. 
The third reason is humanitarian. We 
need to stress appreciation of a 
multicultural society because that under-
standing promotes compassion, empathy, 
and respect for people of different 
religious or national heritage backgrounds. 
Helping the school and people in the 
community around them is one of the 
guiding principles of our community wo~k 
program and the other activities in which 
the students are engaged. 
Q. How does a multicultural environ-
ment promote learning? 
A. I think the concept of multicultural 
education really supports the idea of 
creating a "laboratory for learning" here at 
our school. What better way is there to 
learn to appreciate other people than to 
interact with them in the classroom, to 
plan school events together, or to work as 
a team on the athletic field? This is a way 
to erase negative stereotypes and replace 
them with healthy images of students from 
different backgrounds, each making 
wonderful contributions. I have been in 
classrooms where an East Asian, and 
African-American, and a Hispanic student 
were participating and answering ques-
tions rigorously with their white counter-
parts. This is a wonderful thing for all 
students to witness. 
Q. How can students maintain their 
sense of ethnic identity and at the same 
time become part of one community? 
A. My research deals with this issue. I 
have found that one of the best ways to 
think about ethnic, racial, gender, or 
religious identity is through the concept of 
code switching. Linguists use this term to 
describe what happens when people speak 
two languages fluently. Not only do they 
use separate vocabularies for each 
language, but often their non-verbal 
communication changes as well when they 
switch between languages. I call this 
psychological code switching. I know 
when I go to Chinatown and talk Chinese 
this happens to me. I not only switch 
languages, I also change from a Western 
demeanor and framework to an Eastern 
one. Students who come from different 
cultural backgrounds do this sort of thing 
all the time. They are able to maintain 
their sense of belonging to their native 
community, yet switch to the behaviors 
and code of the larger community. 
Q. How does the school create a sense 
of equality, respect and support for 
people of different backgrounds? 
A. I think that comes from understanding 
students as individuals, and as individuals 
who have group identities. Each person 
may have a number of identities gender, 
racial, income, geography, ethnic, reli-
gious, life style, career or national origin. 
The Laboratory School as a community 
should mirror and support these identities. 
Some of these identities are more impor-
tant than others for each of us. A way of 
examining one's identity is to see the • 
complexity in each of us. I like the onion 
analogy. We need to understand people py 
peeling back the superficial layers to reach 
more deeply to understand what issues are 
valued and are the core of one's existence. 
Externally, someone may express an 
interest in the heroes and festivals of the 
culture from which he or she comes, just 
as the school celebrates those festivals and 
heroes in order to honor a variety of 
heritages. But to truly understand 
another's culture, to understand a person, 
we have to look more deeply, to get past 
these surface perceptions and to under-
stand what motivates the interest, what the 
underlying meanings of another's thinking 
and behavior are. 
Q. How ·can parents support the Lab 
Schools' efforts to value multicultural 
education? 
A. Parents need to understand that a 
child's identity begins at home. If being • 
an African-American is important to a 
family, the family should find ways to 
emphasize that identity at home. Families 
need to work out rituals, honor celebra-
tions, and participate in activities which 
reinforce that valued part of their identity. 
Parents must help to create memories for 
their children that instill values and beliefs 
by the kinds of rituals, activities, and 
people they encourage their children to 
interact with. Secondly, parents should be 
available to their children when they have 
questions about their own identities and 
help them find answers as they struggle 
with issues of racial or religious identity. 
Once students have a better understanding 
of themselves, they can better understand 
and appreciate people from backgrounds 
different from their own. In order to 
understand others, one must work to 
understand oneself. 
This interview originally appeared in I 
Lab Directions, a publication of the 
University of Chicago Laboratory 
Schools. 
• • • by Diane McCarty 
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• Fourth grade parents -recently shared 
their talents in science. Kendra Puetz 
( mother of Kerianne, Kevin, arid Cahi) 
spoke · to both secti'ons during the study 
of the: crayfish. Margo Campbell 
(mo,therof 7Ach;1an; and Savannah) 
and PatLymqn ifather of Katie) both 
shared their passionfqr geology and rocks 
during the rocks .and.charts science unit< A 
big gratefuJthank you to you! -~ by.Mrs. 
McCarty and Mrs. Betterton. 
• Ed Liao has been selected as a 
National Merit Semi Finalist based on 
his performance on the PSAT exam. 
• PeterBehroozi (8th grade) Allison 
Grote (llthgrade) and Jj',d Liao (12th 
grade) will perform inAine.s at theJo_wa 
All State Music Festival. Peter was 
invited t~play with.theJowaJuniors 
Borum String Orchewawith string 
playersfrom 40 middle/junior high 
schools. ··- EdLiao and Allison Grote 
auditionetl, to be in the select group of 60 
students to perform inthefitst violin 
section ofth<J 199_7/owa All State 
Orc;hestra. Ed is aforirth year member 
of the orchestra an honor achieved by 
only five petcentof the thousands of 
high school stringplayers in Iowa. 
Allison will be returning to perform for a 
_,., second year. These talented musicians 
have continued a ten year tradition of 
repre~enting MPLS at every annual All 
State Orchestra concerts. 
Last month a wonderful reunion took place between a PLS eighth grade student, 
Amelia Bales, and her long-lost friend, Snowy. Snowy was a stuffed animal that served 
as Amelia's Travelmate project in 1992 who was sent out into the world of travel as part 
of a fourth grade social studies project. 
When Snowy was to report back to 
Amelia's fourth grade classroom in the 
spring of 1993, whose teacher was now-
retired Joanne Wolfe, he never returned. 
Amelia didn't know what to think. 
Snowy had been sent off with a co-
worker of her dad's, named Peter 
Kareba, who was heading back to 
visit his home in Uganda. The Bales 
knew that Snowy had traveled to New 
York, London, Egypt, and then Uganda 
but didn't quite know what happened 
with him after that. The fourth grade 
teachers always warn their students of 
the possibility that some Travelmates 
might not return and caution them to 
select a stuffed animal they can live 
without in the event that this might 
happen. As time Amelia Bales with Travelmate Snowy. passed and Snowy 
and a few other Travelmates did not return at the end of fourth grade, they were labelled 
"Missing in Action." 
As Amelia moved onto fifth, sixth, seventh, and then eighth grade, never in her 
wildest dreams did she imagine that a current fourth grade teacher would get a telephone 
call eventually linking her back with her lost, but not forgotten, Travelmate. It seems as 
if Snowy had become "stuck" in Uganda. When he did again become connected with 
someone leaving Africa, he ended up going to India, Germany, and then Maryland. 
Upon arriving in Maryland, the "real" traveling couple connected with the school and 
Snowy was then sent home to Price Lab School where a joyful reunion took place with 
Amelia, Miss Wolfe, Snowy and all current fourth graders. Since the present classes of 
fourth graders were just being introduced to the concept of Travelmates for their own 
future adventure, it was great timing. 
The 1997-98 school year is the sixth time that fourth graders have sent traveling 
buddies, called Travelmates, out into the world to help young students understand our 
world a little bit better via postcard and e-mail correspondence, phone calls, packages, 
journal entries, photos, foreign currency, and gifts shared many times from six of the 
seven continents. 
Diane McCarty, a PLS fourth grade instructor, began the Travelmate project in 1991 
upon her return from being trained as a state geographic alliance teacher consultant for 
a month in Washington, DC. 
BFS Coming to NUHS 
The NU Athletic Department will be hosting a Bigger, Faster, Stronger Clinic for all 
7th-12th graders and their parents on January 17, 1998 from 8:00 - 4:00. The clinic will 
cover all areas of strength and conditioning including agility, flexibility, strength, speed, 
jumping, nutrition, skills and more. 
This day will be one day an athlete won't want to miss, so mark your calendar now. 
M~ S&,i,d. • • by Earl Ockenga and Vicki Oleson 
During the first week of November, Iowa Tests of Basic Skills were administered. 
Six members of the Middle School Senate, Jenna Davis, Neal Moses, Aubrey Huber, 
Matt Sweiger, Katie Huber, and Nick Kollasch, developed a plan to encourage Middle 
School students to do their best on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS). The result was 
an assembly on October 30th that featured a ten-member panel. The panel of presenters 
shared tips on preparing for and taking tests, ideas about the importance of tests, and 
personal experiences with tests. Panel members included: Robert Lee (6th grade P.E.), 
Neil Phipps (7th and 8th grade P.E.), T.C. Barney (NU and UNI graduate), Vanessa 
Kettner (NU student), Josh Sawyer (NU student), Bindy Comito (NU student), Kathy 
Peters (Director of the UNI Center for Academic Achievement), Rick Ayala (UNI 
student of Kathy Peters), Paula Dorris (NU graduate and parent), Mike Girsh (NU 
graduate, UNI student). 
The panel members encouraged the sixth, seventh, and eighth graders to take care of 
their physical needs for adequate sleep and proper nutrition. They also urged students to 
try their best and not to be overly nervous. Tests-taking strategies included suggestions 
to always complete the answers they are sure of first and come back to those they were 
unsure of later. Students were encouraged to put forth maximum effort because the tests 
reflect both the student's individual efforts and the school's group efforts. The impor-
tance of testing was emphasized both during the middle school years and later, during 
high school and college years. 
Middle School testing took place November 3rd-5th. During the testing days, 
middle school parents brought in nutritional snacks to be served during breaks in testing. 
The leadership provided by the Middle School Senate members was instrumental in 
making this a meaningful, successful event. Our thanks to both the panel members for 
their encouraging presentations and to the parents for providing snacks. 
G~ • • • by Nicole Needham Wee 
SCHEDULE CHANGES Any student who needs to make schedule changes or 
register for dual enrollment should do so now. Any class dropped after the first week of 
the semester will result in a failing grade. 
Last reminder! The Financial Aid Night for seniors and their parents will be held 
on December 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the Cedar Falls High School Auditorium. The Free 
Application for Federal Student Aid will arrive in the Guidance Office in December. 
Now is the time.... for Seniors to make plans and apply to post-secondary institu-
tions. Begin seeking out financial aid opportunities. Scholarships are available in the 
Guidance Office and on the web at fastnet.com. Call admissions counselors at the 
colleges you have applied to and request their financial aid booklets. Also, check out the 
financial aid books available in the Guidance Office. 
SCHOLARSHIPS DUE IN DECEMBER AND EARLY JANUARY 
U. Iowa Presidential Scholarship Program ...................... Dec. 12 
Soroptimist International Youth Citizenship Award ......... Dec. 15 
Discover Card Tribute Award (juniors) ............................ Jan. 13 
John B. Ervin Scholars ..................................................... Jan. 15 
Washington Crossing ........................................................ Jan. 15 
Elks' Club Foundation ...................................................... Jan. 16 
JDCCU Status One Scholarship (jrs. and srs.) ................. Jan. 24 
OPPORTUNITIES ..... . 
Washington & Lee University Summer Scholars Program (July 5-31) for high school 
juniors looking forward to college. Applications due in January. 
Presidential Classroom, an opportunity for juniors and seniors to spend a week in 
Washington D.C. as a scholar. Applications due either December 1 or March I. 
UPCOMING TEST DATES 
SAT ............... Register by Dec. 19 .............. Test on January 24 
ACT .............. Register by Jan. 5 ................. Test on February 7 
Weather Emergencies 
Whenever school hours are altered for. , 
a weather emergency, this information is 
broadcast over the following radio and 
television stations: 
TELEVISION 
Channel 7 (KWWL) 


















In these announcements, we are 
identified as Price Lab School (not Cedar 
Falls public or parochial schools). 
•••••••••••••• ••• "" • · • • 
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Middle School Concert Dec. 11 
The seventh and eighth grade students will 
present the first concert of their season on 
Thursday, December 11, beginning at 7:30 p.m. 
in Butzier Auditorium, PLS. The concert will 
include the Middle School Orchestra, directed 
by Michael Fanelli; the Seventh Grade Chorus 
and Eighth Grade Chorus, both directed by 
Linda Sharp Renfro; and the Middle School 
Concert Band, directed by Leonard Upham. 
Sixth Grade Music Groups 
Concert at Lutheran Home 
The sixth grade music groups will present 
a concert for the residents of the Cedar Falls 
Lutheran Home on Friday morning, December 
12. The field trip will include all sixth grade • 
students - the Orchestra, Choir, and Band will 
perform. Faculty members responsible for 
these groups are Linda Sharp Renfro, Michael 
Fanelli, and Leonard Upham. 
Parents, Volunteers, Visitors-.-~ 
Name tags required starting December 1 
Any person entering PLS needs to make the Elementary/Secondary Office their first stop. You 
will register and receive the appropriate name tag. We ask that you checkout and return the 
badge when your visit is completed. This not only gives us an up-to-date record of persons in the 
building, but affords us a means of compiling numbers of people actually involved at PLS. 
We continue to lock as many doors as possible. The only doors scheduled to be unlocked each 
morning by 6:45 a.m. are the Northeast, North Handicap, Main, and East NK door. This will 
give you immediate access to the office. ,:~,:if ·f ~-
We are fortunate that we seldom have any reason to question someone being in our school. 
are firm believers that it is better to be prepared than to be sorry! Yes, faculty/staff will be 
wearing name tags also. So - when you momentarily forget that instructor or administrator's 
name, simply look at the tag! It will also be helpful to have the great number of UNI students at 
PLS identified as such. 
1t 
Meal Accounts Must Be Kept Up-To-Date 
Last month, parents were reminded to keep their child's meal account at a credit balance. To 
date, close to 100 accounts have not been kept up-to-date with regular deposits, even though 
administrators and staff have made numerous phone calls to encourage these parents to make the 
necessary deposits into their child's meal account. 
• 
• 
Multicultural Non-Sexist Advisory Committee 
October 20, 1997 Minutes 
Members Present: Charley Buck, Ed Dorris, Marilyn Fagan, Vanessa Kettner, Janet McClain, Gail 
Moon, Mukund Nadipuram, Linda Sharp-Renfro, Annette Swann, Ed Van Cleave, Juanita Wright 
Guests: Dr. Tom Anderson, Dr. Victoria Robinson, Vicki Oleson 
Agenda 
October 20, 1997 6:00 - 7:30 p.m. 
PLS Faculty Lounge 
6:00 - 6: 15 Minutes of October· 6 Meeting 
Recognition of New Members 
PLS Student Profile 
Next Meeting Date and Time 
6:15 - 7:30 Advisory Committee Orientation 





Dr. Tom Anderson 
Minutes were distributed from the October 6 meeting as well as a current listing of new members to the 
committee. Dr. McConnaha was unable to attend, but Dr. Robinson provided requested information 
regarding the student population at Price Lab School. Currently, Price Lab School has 560 students 
enrolled at the elementary through high school levels. The ethnic and gender break down of the student 
population is: 
Ethnicity Male Female 
Asian American 13 8 
American Indian 2 1 
African American 29 35 
Hispanic/Latino 4 3 
Caucasian/White 250 215 
95 or 17% of PLS student population are students of color, 465 or 83% of PLS student population is 
Caucasian or white. Elementary, middle school, and high school ethnic minority enrollment information 
was also provided. 
The next meeting date and time were not addressed as the next item on the agenda so that Dr. Anderson, 
Educational Equity and School Improvement Consultant from the Iowa Department of Education, could 
begin his presentation. Dr. Anderson provided information that helped committee members get a better 
understanding of the committee's role and responsibilities. The following information is just a brief 
summary of the key points presented by Dr. Anderson: 
1. A multicultural non-sexist education plan needs to be developed by PLS staff with input 
from the MCNS Advisory Committee. 
2. The multicultural non-sexist edu~ation plan should serve as a blueprint to promote 
respect and diversity, ensure programs effectively and equitably serve all students, and to 
· provide all students with the skills necessary to be successful in a diverse world. 
3. Multicµlutral non-sexist education is effective education. 
4. The MCNS Advisory Committee in other Iowa school districts typically report to the 
school board. The MCNS Advisory Committee should report to a comparable body at 
Price Lab. 
5. State and federal laws require the designation of someone who has the responsibility of 
coordinating the school's activities related to federal and state equity laws. The Iowa 
Department of Education recommends that an Educational Equity Coordinator(s) be 
appointed to carry out these responsibilities. The MCNS Advisory Committee needs to 
know which staff member(s) is/are serving as the Educational Equity Coordinator(s) for 
PLS. 
At the next MCNS Advisory Committee meeting, members of the PLS Administrative Team 
will be invited to provide an update on the compliance plan that was submitted to the Iowa 
Department of Education by Dr. Linda Fernandez, the former Director of the Laboratory School, 
and to discuss the MCNS Education Plan that may currently exist or needs to be developed in the 
future with input form the MCNS Advisory Committee. 
The next meeting of the MCNS Advi~ory Committee will be November 24 at 6:00 p.m. in the PLS 
Faculty Lounge. 








November 4, 1997 
Julie Creeden, PTP President opened the meeting in the PLS library at 6:05 p.m. with a 
motion to approve the agenda. There were no additions or corrections and the agenda was 
approved. The minutes from the October 7, 1997 meeting were reviewed and placed on file with 
no additions or corrections. Julie read the correspondence. It was a thank you note from the 
students in Unit II. They are really enjoying the CD player and music, which was purchased for 
them last year by PTP. The Treasurer's report was tabled, as the Treasurer was not present. 
Julie Creeden updated the group regarding item 'B' under the Treasurer's report. Three 
NU students were chosen by the faculty scholarship committee to receive PTP scholarships last 
year even though PTP had elected to not award any scholarships. Due to PTP not informing the 
faculty of this decision, Julie Creeden recommended that we pay a total of$200.00 for last year's 
scholarships. Audra Johnson and Jason Dorris will receive $100.00 each. Stacey Wertz, the third 
recipient will not be able to accept her scholarship due to NCAA rules. There was a motion and 
second to pay this bill. Motion approved. 
Julie Creeden informed the group that Val Turner has contacted elementary teachers and 
kids have been updated regarding the Campbell Soup Labels contest. Julie also gave a brief 
report on the first Education Partners Committee meeting, which was held on October 23. The 
group will design a packet, survey, and possibly a video to send to businesses in Waterloo and 
Cedar Falls. Wendell McConnaha and Lynn Nielsen will keep the faculty up to date. Janet 
McClain suggested that the committee should look into partnering with some minority owned 
businesses and gave Julie the names of some of those establishments. The committee will work 
on a mission statement at the next meeting, which will be held on Monday, November 10, at 6:30 
p.m. in the faculty lounge. Julie also reminded the group that they could sign up with AT&T long 
distance for learning Points at no cost which will generate points and technology gifts for the Lab 
School. 
The 1998 PLS PTP Carnival will be held in the Nielsen Field House on Friday, April 24 
from 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. The Carnival Committee will have access to the gym right after 
lunch on Friday in order to set up and decorate. Julie Creeden will set up responsibilities and as 
already recruited many workers. Anyone else interested in helping can contact Julie. 
Jim Miller gave a brief update on the new playground. The university has placed the PLS 
Playground Project on the 1998 construction season list. Jim was contacted by the City of Cedar 
Falls for possible Community Block Grant Funding. The next playground meeting will be held 
on November 17, 1997 at 4:00 p.m. in the faculty lounge. 
Julie Creeden gave a brief report on room J'arents. Lynn Nielsen reported that Marian 
Fagin, PLS room parent chair, has contacted the 5 grade teachers regarding the safety patrol hot 
chocolate supply. 
Janet McClain gave a report regarding the Multi-cultural, Non-sexist Advisory 
Committee, which was held on October 20. The committee will begin to develop the by-laws at 
the next meeting. Janet will also try to find a chair and co-chair for this committee. 
Possible amendments to the PTP By-laws were reviewed and discussed. Jim Miller 
suggested that any changes in the by-laws be published in the next newsletter as well as be 
available in the office until the next PTP meeting at which time the group an vote on the proposed 
changes. The suggested changes are as follows: 
Article III - add office of secretary 
Article III - change 3 positions to 1 "PLS Room Parent Chair" 
Article IV, Sec 1 - meetings held monthly from Sept. through April 
Article VI, Sec 1 - add office of secretary 
Article VI, Sec 2 - change title to PLS Room Parent Chair 
Article VII, Sec 2 - omit "and shall keep minutes and conduct correspondence" 
Article VII, - New Sec. 4 to read, "The Secretary shall keep minutes and conduct such correspondences 
delegated by the President.,, 
Article VII, Sec. 4 - Change to Sec. 5 and omit "elementary" • 
Article VIII, Sec. 1 a - omit 
Article X, Sec. 8 - correct spelling mistake "all" 
Article X, Sec. 9 - change to September through April 
Article X, Sec. 2 - Add section "f' to read; "to appoint committees which address current parent 
needs or concerns.,, 
Julie Creeden will also have the PfP bylaws available in the school office as well as at the next meeting. Wendell 
McConnaha gave more input regarding the make up and future direction for the Parent Advisory Council. 
Harold Strever had asked that parking issues be discussed, however he was unable to attend the meeting so this 
item was tabled until the next meeting. 
Julie Creeden announced that November 16-22 is American Education Week. The theme for this year is, "Teach-
ing Children to Think and Dream ... ,, She suggested PTP do something for the teachers this time. Julie will follow up 
on this, and Eileen Daley offered to help as well. 
Janet McClain mentioned that KBBG would like to cover a sporting event in the field house. KBBG has a 
sponsorship fee of $125 per game. Janet will update us at the next PfP meeting. Janet also suggested that the PTP 
bylaws be added to student and parent handbooks. A structural flow chart for committees was also briefly discussed. 
The next PTPmeeting will be Tuesday, December 2, 1997 at 6:00 p.m. in the library. The meeting adjourned at 
approximately 7: 10 p.m. 
Submitted by Jim Miller and Julie Creeden 
Quick and Easy Fund Raiser for _PLS! 
World's Window has designated Wednesday, December 3 from 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. PLS NIGHT! A percentage of 
all purchases during those times will come back to Price Lab School. Here's how it works: When you make a pur- • 
chase, tell the clerk you are from PLS. Price Lab PTP receives 10% of all purchases up to $500.00. We receive 20% 
of all purchases above $500.00. That's it. It's very simple. Here's your opportunity to get some holiday shopping 
done, and raise some money for our kids at the same time! Bring all of your friends and family. Anyone can shop and 
help our cause. Don't forget!" Mark Wednesday, December 3 from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. on your calender today! 
See you then at World's Window at 226 Main Street on the Parkade in downtown Cedar Falls! 
PTP Agenda Items. 
December 2, 1997 
Unfinished Business: 
Vote on Bylaw changes 
Carnival progress report 
Education partners progress report 
New playground report 
Multicultural Non-sexist Advisory Council report 
New Business: 
PAC opening: due to a resignation, this term will run through the 1998-99 school year. 
Harold Asmus has indicated he will run for this tenn. Anyone else who is interested in running should contact Rusty 
Leymaster@266-0712. Voting will take place at the December meeting. 
Yearbook Announcement-Senior Pictures: 
SENIORS-Your senior pictures for the yearbook are DUE no later than January 15 or you will not be pictured!! 
They must be a standard vertical wallet pose. Straight comers are preferred, but rounded comers are acceptable. 
See Mrs. Paulsen for questions 273-7173. Thank you! 
• 
• PLS Task Force Minutes 
• 
• 
November 4, 1997 
Members present: Lyn Countryman, Julie Creeden, Nadene Davidson, Al Jessen, 
Roger Kueter, Wendell McConnaha, Lynn Nielsen, Mary Schneider, 
Claire Smith, Mike Staebell, Jody Stone, Tom Switzer, Jean Wiesley. 
The minutes .from the October 7 meeting were approved by acclamation. A short 
discussion was held, reviewing the October PTP and PAC meetings. The first subject 
discussed was the idea of a program for new PLS families, providing a welcome, orienta-
tion, and information. Jody Stone offered to write a newsletter article, asking for parent 
volunteers to become 'mentors' to new families. She and Mike Staebell will then work 
with the volunteers to form a plan. 
The group then attempted to identify and prioritize the key areas identified at the 10 I 
7 meeting, regarding communication. Internal (within PLS) and external (e.g.: the state of 
Iowa) types of communication were discussed. Wendell McConnaha shared the plan to 
have students, parents, and faculty complete written evaluations of the first semester 
experience with enrichment and silent sustained reading periods. The results of these 
evaluations will then be considered in making a decision regarding whether to continue 
these periods for the second semester. 
The wide-ranging discussion focusing on communic:ation issues evolved into the · 
decision to do the following: 
Wendell will provide the group with a time line, showing the dates and deadlines for 
important decisions and reports regarding PLS policies, budgets, curricuh1m, scheduling, 
etc. At the next meeting, that timeline will be reviewed, and other important deadlines, 
such as PTP /PAC elections, will be added, using a matrix format identifying issues, dates, 
and affected groups. It is projected that this timeline will allow interested parties to know 
the deadlines, and provide input in advance of the decision. This input could be facili-
tated by publishing the timeline in the newsletter on a regular basis, and addressing 
timeline items at monthly PAC meetings, thereby providing a forum for input prior to the 
decision. Under this proposal, PAC could make this function a major part of its mission. 
Claire Smith also proposed that in the future, the task force create an organizational 
chart for various groups such as PTP, Booster Club, PLS Alumni, and PAC, which could 
illustrate the roles and responsibilities of each group. This could facilitate parental dupli-
cation of efforts, and foster cooperation. 
The meeting closed with a discussion of the model classroom being set up in Unit II. 
The next meeting will be held Tuesday, 12 I 2, at 4PM. 





PAC Meeting Minutes 
November 11, 1997 
Russ Leymaster, Tom Bower, Julie Creeden, Wendell McConnaha, 
Jill Bergman, Harold Strever. 
The meeting was called to order by Leymaster at 7:00 p.m. November 11, 1997. 
A draft copy of the minutes were reviewed and after discussion Harold Strever 
moved, Tom Bower seconded, and on unanimous vote the minutes of October 7, 1997 
were approved as amended. 
The agenda previously submitted to committee members was approved. 
No old.business was brought before the committee. 
As Susie_Schwieger has resigned from the PAC,. Wendell McConnaha noted that it 
.would be appropriate to provide for a replacement member. 
As PAC members are elected l;,y the PTP membership and the bylaws do not provide 
for replacement by seated PA<:; members, it was the consensus of the committee members 
µtat notice of the vacancy should be placed in the monthly newsletter and parents advised 
that if they are interested in filling the vacancy they should contact Julie Creeden and Russ 
Leymaster. The newsletter would further advise parents that an election to fill the va-
cancy would occuq1t the next regularly scheduled PTP meeting. 
Wendall McConnaha advised the group that review of the PTP bylaws and the consen-
sus of the Task Force would indicate that the purpose and function of the PAC could be 
· compared to that of a Board of Directors of a public school system, recognizing that the 
PAC is an advisory body without legislative authority. 
Accordingly, McConnaha described a procedure tJ::tat would permit and secure in-
volvement by the PAC in decisions concerning PLS. As described, the procedure would 
utilize a calendar that would anticipate those times during the school year at which 
decisions would be made, thus permitting a time frame in which the PAC could be (1) 
informed of the impending issue, (2) provided the opportunity to consider the matter, and 
(3) participate in the decision-making process. 
After discussion, the PAC approved the suggested procedure for involvement and 
requested that the suggested calendar be prepared and the procedure implemented. 
McConnaha presented to and reviewed with the PAC members the PLS Student 
Enrollment Fee Policy for 1997-98 that had been included in the Student Handbook last 
fall. 
After review of the fee policy, the discussion of the PAC included perceived variances 
in cost of student activities at the different grade levels, the difference between the student 
activity fee at PLS and the Cedar Falls Public School System, and the various sources of 
funding for PLS activities. 
McConnaha informed the PAC that the administration would like the PAC to consider 
a proposed fee schedule for 199~-99 that would attempt to equalize student fees. 
The proposed fee schedule for AY 1998-99 would be $800 per student for nursery 
students and $185 per student in grades K-12. 
The fees for nursery students would be unaltered by the proposed fee schedule . 
The proposed fee for students K-12 would be based as follows: 
General Registration fee - $ 50.00 
Computer fee - 40.00 
Towel fee - 5.00 
Book fee - 45.00 
Transportation fee - 45.00 
In addition to the $185 per student fee, band and orchestra fees would be billed separately at 
$62.50 per instrument: also, Driver Education fees of $125.00 per student would be billed 
separately. 
The proposed student fees would be revenue neutral to PLS as the proposed student fees 
would be at the same index as the current school year. 
Recognizing that the proposed student fees would result in an increased charge for students 
in grades K-5 and a reduction in fees for students in grades 6-12, the PAC members present 
supported the proposed fee schedule of an equal or per capita charge for student activity fees. 
Accordingly, upon motion by Bower and second by Leymaster, it was unanimously ap-
proved that the proposed student activity fee schedule be published in the next bulletin and 
patents invited to provide input to the administration or any PAC member, and, further, that the 
PAC act on the proposed fee schedule at the December meeting. 
A concern that there was not sufficient parking available for parents who needed to visit 
PLS during the school day was brought before the committee. After discussion concerning the 
varied parking requirements of PLS and the university, the committee requested that 
• 
McConnaha assist the PAC and parents of PLS students in securing parental involvement in the • 
process that determines university parking policy. 
Julie Creeden advised that it was anticipated that the PTP would amend its bylaws such that 
the PAC would meet on a monthly basis from September through April of each year. 
The~e being no further business, the meeting was, by general consent, adjourned. 





6t:li REPORT TO PARENTS 
TV Ratings 
Y
ou'll soon be seeing a new rating code on 
your TV screen at the beginning of most 
programs, designed to give parents a 
broader sense of whether the program is 
acceptable for their children to watch. Unlike 
previous age-related ratings , this one also provides 
guidance to program contents that might be 
objectionable. 
The basic ratings are: 
• TV-Y Appropriate for all children. 





age 7 and above. 







under age 14 . 
For mature 
audiences only. 
An additional rating identifies 
program content in these areas: 
• V Violence 
• FV Fantasy Violence 
(such as Power 
Rangers) 
• S Sexual Situations 
• D Suggestive Dialogue 
• L Coarse Language. 
A basic rating code will appear at a comer of 
your TV screen for 15 seconds at the start of a 
program, with an additional letter rating if needed. 
(News and sports programs will not be rated.) The 
ratings also will be included in many television 
listings. Friends, for example, might receive a rating 
of TV-14-SD, due to its adult content, while a 
documentary on great white sharks might be rated 
TV-Y7-V because children may be frightened to see 
these fierce predators in action. 
Television manufacturers will soon begin 
installing V-chips-computer chips that can be 
programmed to block undesirable programs-in all 
new sets. They are also expected to be available as 
add-ons for existing TVs. V-chips will enable 
families to set their own viewing standards and block 
programs whose ratings do not meet those standards. 
While the new rating system may seem a bit 
complicated at first, parents should find it an 
excellent tool once they get accustomed to it. Here 
are some tips for using it to make program choices: 
• Monitor not only what your children watch, but 
how much they watch. Children learn more by doing 
things and interacting with others than by watching 
lots of TV. 
• Many shows suitable for your 
older children may not be acceptable 
for younger eyes. Make sure that 
appropriate programs are being shown 
when young children are watching. 
Save the others until after the kids 
have gone to bed. 
• Remember that each network 
and cable system decides on its own 
what the rating will be for a 
particular program or episode. When 
in doubt, you may want to tape a 
program and review it before letting 
your children see it. 
• Explain the ratings codes to your 
older children and point out that they 
are similar to those used to rate 
movies. Discuss your feelings about 
programs that feature bad 
language, violence, or sexual 
content, and help them 
. understand that they're not being punished when 
you don't allow them to watch these programs. 
, Talk with your children's grandparents, and with 
the parents of your children's friends, and make sure 
they know what types of TV programs you want 
your children to watch in their homes. 
• Spend less time yourself in front of the television. 
If your children see you glued to the set every night, 
they're likely to grow up addicted to TV, too. 
• Finally, help your children learn to make smart 
choices for their TV time. Work together to choose 
valuable, high-quality programs. ~ 
For a TV-ratings web site, visit: 
http://www.tvguidelines.org 
To help evaluate educational programs for children, visit: 
http://www.cme.org/cme 
"Report to Parents," written to serve elementary and middle school principals, may be 
reproduced by National Association of Elementary School Principals members without permission. 
. . . . . . . ' ' : . . . . . -~ ' ,-' . . . _· ... ' .- . . '. . . i ' .-· . . . . ' ' ,-' ' . . . 
6tjif REPORT TO PARENTS 
Good Manners 
A
growing problem in schools, both in the 
classroom and on the playground, is a 
lack of good manners by children. Too 
many children fail to treat their teachers, 
school staff, and classmates with respect. While 
schools have policies for dealing with disruptive 
children, teaching and learning good manners should 
start at home. Here are some tips that may help: 
• The golden rule. Don't simply have your 
children memorize the familiar "do unto others ... " 
Stress, instead, the importance of treating others the 
in the same way they would like to be treated. 
• Empathizing with others. Help 
your children understand the harm they 
can cause by doing or saying thoughtless 
and unkind things. Ask them questions like, "How 
would you feel if someone pointed at you, and 
started to laugh?" In the beginning, you may 
simply be doing damage control but eventually 
you will be helping them to avoid harmful 
words or actions. 
• Using words, not actions. Many 
times, young children behave badly 
because they don ' t know how else to 
express themselves. Play out some of 
the situations that your children are 
having trouble with, and show them 
how to respond calmly and firmly 
with words instead of actions. 
• Taking turns. Children must 
understand that they have to wait for 
their turns, just like everyone else. 
\ 
Establish "zero tolerance" for playground behavior 
like pushing, "crashing" a line, or bullying. The same 
goes for interrupting! 
• Sharing. Help your children understand the 
importance of sharing with others, in school and in 
life. Compliment them when you see them sharing 
with others. But also let them know that it's the 
kind of behavior you expect. 
• Good health. Children tend to behave badly 
when they are tired or hungry. You can help your 
children by making sure they get enough sleep and 
nutritious food. 
•Honesty.While "fessing up" to misbehavior is 
sometimes difficult and painful for children, they 
must understand that honesty is always the best 
policy. When they admit doing something 
wrong, tell them that you would have been 
more angry or disappointed if they hadn't 
admitted their mistake. 
• A family politeness policy. 
Establish a family policy in which, 
/ for example, no request is 
considered unless the person says 
"please." If one of your children forgets, 
just give him or her a look that says,' 
"I'm waiting." They'll soon catch on. 
Use the same approach for saying 
"thank you." 
• Thank-you notes. Teach 
your children the importance of 
thanking people for gifts and 
other kindnesses . Show them how 
to write a personal and prompt 
note on special stationery or note 
cards. 
• Be a model for good 
manners. "Do as I say, but not as 
I do" never works. If you want 
your child to show good manners 
and respect, you have to exhibit 
appropriate behavior: saying please and thank you, 
admitting your mistakes, apologizing, and treating 
both friends and strangers with kindness and 
respect. 
• Praise good behavior. Praise is a wonderful 
teacher. Let your children know how proud you are 
when you "catch" them being polite. Before long, 
good manners will be second nature to them. ~ 
"Report to Parents," written to serve elementary and middle school principals, may be 




• • • by Victoria Robinson 
Mistakes and Memories cast members pose in front of backdrop. 
Mistakes and Memories 
Five NU High students and two UNI 
education students performed an 
interpreters theater production at Iowa's 
Behavioral Initiative Symposium on 
November 7. Using a blend of advice 
• 
from 1887 and 1985, the performers talk 
to teachers. The message is summarized 
in "Time for Me" written by UNI 
student, Angela Holtorf. 
Gabe Barrios, Jennifer Fish, Mike 
Kramer, Terri Thompson, Robert Hooks, 
and Geoff Spain, under the direction of 
Kathy Oakland, represented teachers in 
1887 and 1997 and stereotypes of 
today's students. Sharlene Morgan 
worked with UNI student artist, Kelley 
Foehrkolb, to create a "then and now" 
backdrop for the performance. Kerry 
Beyer, UNI education student, l~d a 
discussion of teaching attributes 
following the twenty-five minute 
performance. A sneak preview of the 
performance was given to parents and 
friends on November 5. 
Following the November 7 perfor-
mance, teachers from six schools asked 
to have Mistakes and Memories per-
formed for their teachers. A letter 
received from one teacher stated, "Your 
performance touched my heart and made 
me think. Every teacher in Iowa should 
• see it!" Congratulations to all involved. 
This endeavor is a good example of the 
benefits derived when high school and 
college students team up and share 
talents with Iowa's teachers. 
Character Counts! 
What are the qualities of a person 
of good character? According to the 
Josephson Institute of Ethics, a person 
of good character is trustworthy, 
respectful, responsible, fair, caring, 
and a contributing citizen. As adults, 
we try to instill these qualities in our 
youth. However, translating words 
into daily action is often difficult. 
What does trustworthy or fair really 
look like in action? What happens 
when one of these character traits 
seems to conflict with another? How 
do youth really learn good character 
traits? 
I attended an intensive training 
session entitled "Character Counts!" 
in October. The training made me 
think about what my actions say about 
my character. One training quote 
really hit home. "We judge ourselves 
on our last, best act while others judge 
us on our last, worst act!" The training 
also provided me the opportunity to 
view and use materials and activities 
that can easily be incorporated in 
schools at all levels. 
Beginning in December, I will use 
some of the materials and activities 
with eighth graders during their 
Enrichment Time. Eventually, I hope 
to link eighth graders' understandings 
with the elementary students' citizen-
ship focus. 
The Character Counts! Coalition is 
compromised of member organiza-
tions with outreach to over 50 million 
youth. Iowa's Legacy 150 is the first 
statewide partner of this organization. 
Legacy 150 is a lasting legacy of 
Iowa's Sesquicentennial. The founda-
tion is directed by a board of directors 
and chaired by former Governor 
Robert Ray. The Mission of Legacy 
150 is to: recognize, enhance, and 
sustain positive qualities of Iowans in 
order to promote civility through 
character development. 
If you or your organization would 
like more information about this 
statewide initiative, please give me a 
call. I would be pleased to share the 
information about Character Counts! 
and Legacy 150. 
o~ • • • by Jim Maltas 
Department of Defense Dependent Schools 
The University of 
Northern Iowa and 
the Department of 
Defense Dependent 
Schools (DoDDS) 
have developed a 
partnership, DoDDS/ 
UNI Mathematics 
Project, for the 
training of DoDDS 
secondary mathemat-
ics teachers. Price 
Laboratory School 
faculty, Earl Ockenga, 
Jim Maltas, and 
Merrie Schroeder, 
have played a key role . . . 
. . . OoOOS teachers part1c1pate m summer workshop at UNI. 
m this partnership. 
Jack Wilkenson, Department of Mathematics, directs the project. 
The project was developed in response to the need for a change in how DoDDS 
teachers approached the teaching of mathematics to students who in the past struggled 
with the subject. DoDDS made a decision that all students could learn mathematical 
concepts that traditionally were only taught to the college bound student. UNI was 
contracted by DoDDS to supply the training and curriculum necessary for the success of 
this philosophical change. 
The DoDDS/UNI Mathematics Project has two key components. First DoDDS 
teachers from around the world are brought to the UNI campus during the summer for 
an intensive one-week workshop. The workshop is conducted by PLS staff mentioned 
above along with Gina Wadi, a teacher from Cincinnati, Ohio, and Connie Connoly, a 
teacher from Dubuque. A major focus of the summer workshop is model teaching 
provided by the project staff of appropriate curriculum and assessment for the targeted 
students. This curriculum has been written or modified by the staff and incorporates the 
use of graphing calculators and other technology. 
The second component of the project is follow-up visits to the participants class-
rooms during the academic year. The follow-up visits, which involve a variety of 
activities, are critical to the success of the project. Project staff teach a demonstration 
lesson, team teach a lesson, provide an inservice for local mathematics teachers, or listen 
as DoDDS students share what they have done or are doing as a result of the project. 
This last activity is the most important part of the visitation, as the focus of the project is 
the success of the students. 
PLS students have been actively involved in the success of the project. They are an 
integral part of the curriculum development component. Their feedback is critical to the 
success of the curriculum materials. Students at PLS have produced videos of math-
ematics projects and problems that have been shared with DoDDS students all over the 
world. Students have also been involved in a live interactive video conference with 
DoDDS students in Panama. 
The DoDDS/UNI project is beginning its fifth year. To date over 150 DoDDS 
teachers representing about 40 schools have been involved in the project. 
.. ,, 
We are all part of a larger family. 
Quote by Colin Powell 
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Announcements • AccomplisJunents • Appreciation · 
• Athleti~ and academic aw_ards were . • 
recently handed.out at the Cedar Falls 
BrOWfJ !Jottle 'to the fiighlf sU€Ces:Sfal 
'boy's cross C<Jun(iyJefrjf!l.'. . Dun11:g tlie 
past seqsqn the team)forrmeets • ··• ... 
5conteste(Jat South 1fima, Union/ Vin.ton . 
anti ihe IA district i~ <;e~r Falls; they .: 
wete'second at Eldora, Dike-New . 
Hartford, NU, and,ihe NICL; third was 
earned at the Metro meet; and f01,mhs 
at Waverly and the State lA meet~ · 
Individual honors earned during meets 
included: All-NICL (top 7: Jared 
Doddema andKevin Connor); .. All;. 
Metro (top 10: Jar;eq Doddema),'. 
Individual State IA QuaUfier (toJ)7 at 
district: Kevin Conner, JaredDoddema 
and Zach Buck); and lAAlf-State (top 
10 in the state meet:. Josh Sawyer J; 
State Team Qualifiers included.Josh 
Sawyer, Jared Doddema; Kevin Conner, 
Zach Buck, Nathaniel Parrish, Matt 
Bozylinsky, Adain .'Iimmins and Tyler ' 
Schmidt. In additiontheteam showed 
they could be successful in the class-
room as well with seven junior and 
senior lettermen earning All-NICLAll-
Academic honors by carrying a 3.33 
GPA or higher: JaredDoddema, John 
Higby, Brad Jacobson.Tyler Schmidt, 
Adam 'Jimmins, Javier Mercado, and 
Nathaniel Parrish. 
• The Junior Class Garage Sale 
Fundraiser in October was a success! 
We made approximately $332for the 
class to use towards the many expenses 
they will 'have this coming year. What 
didn't sell was donated to Good Will. 'A 
big thankyou goes toRickVanderwall 
for arranging the use of the cafeteria 
and to the manyparents who helped 
work and donated items for the sale. 
Thanks you. - Submitted by Diane 
Hinke, parent 
•Lynn Dykstra~ Sharlene Morgan, Bev 
Schomaker and Sue Srniih of the 
Communication Center ·at Price 
Laboratory School were recently 
honored with a SilverAward from the 
International Association of Printing 
House Craftsmen, Inc. at the 78th 
Annual International Convention held 
in Seattle, Washington: · They received 
the award for their production of the 
1996 Northern University High School 
• 
Commencement Program; Over 2800 .• 
entries were submittedfrom all over · 
North America as well as Australia, 
England, Hong Kong and Ireland. 
Stages, Symptoms, and Significance of Development Spelling 
.... by Maribelle Betterton, Assistant Professor 
• • i before e except after c .... • when two vowels go walking the first one does the talking ... Sound familiar? With the recent resurgence of children's writing within classrooms 
across America, a new interest and perspective on spelling has emerged. Researchers 
have been carefully examining the writing of these children and have concluded that 
children definitely move through developmental stages of spelling. Each stage is unique 
and contributes significantly to the progression of a young student becoming an adult 
fluent and competent speller. In the following article, I define and describe the unique 
characteristics of each of the stages. Next, an example of writing that would be charac-
terized as fitting into that stage is provided for the reader. Lastly, a statement of the 
significance of this stage is offered. The article concludes with some general comments 
and notations that I hope parents will find helpful as you continue to support your 
student in increasing his/her fullest potential in the area of spelling. 
• 
1. Precommunicative (appears to be very 
random) 
• Uses letters, letterlike forms, scribbles, 
and sometimes numbers to represent a 
message. 
• May write left to right, right to left, 
top to bottom, or randomly on the 
page. 
• Shows no understanding of phoneme-
grapheme correspondence. 
• Frequently mixes upper and lower 
case letters. 
• May show a preference for uppercase 
letters. 
• May repeat a few letters in sequence 
as in chunking words to convey a 
message. 
Examples: MPRMRHM btBpA 
Significance of this stage: child recog-
nizes that words are made up of letters. 
2. Semiphonetic 
• Becomes aware of the alphabetic 
principle that letters carry sounds. 
• Some spellings represent some sound 
features while ignoring others. 
• Uses abbreviated one, two, or three 
letter spellings to represent an entire 
word. 
• May omit some important letters in 
words. 
• May use letter-name strategy for 
spelling words (may even sub-
vocalize when writing). 
• Vowels are often omitted. 
Example: R (are) 
KLZ ( closed) 
MSR (monster) 
• 
SM ( swimming) 
Significance of this stage: child uses 
some consonant sounds to spell entire 
words. 
3. Phonetic Spelling (an ungenious and 
systematic step forward) 
• Understanding of phoneme-grapheme 
relationships is further refined. 
• Ability to match letters and sounds is 
greatly improving. 
• Generally all essential sound features 
of a word is represented. 
• Selects letters on the basis of sound 
without regard for English letter 
sequences or other conventions. 
• May begin to develop particular 
spellings for long and short vowels, 
plurals, past tenses etc. 
• Spelling may not resemble English 
words or standard adult conventions. 
• Many adults can decipher the spelling. 
Examples: Liv (live) egl ( eagle) 
dras (dress) tod (toad) 
prd (purred) tip (type) 
monstr (monster) muzm (museum) 
Ade lafwits kramd ntu a lavatr 
(Eighty elephants crammed into an elevator) 
Significance: child adds some vowel 
sounds and more consonant sounds to 
the word. 
4. Transitional (provides interesting 
information about strategies children 
use) 
• Adheres to basic conventions of 
English orthography. 
• Uses both vowels and consonants in 
spelling a word. 
• Begins to use visual information in 
addition to phonetic information. 
• May apply some spelling 'rules' 
although often incorrectly. 
• Usually includes a vowel in every 
syllable. 
• Uses common letter patterns. 
• May include all appropriate letters in a 
word but often reverses some of them. 
• May use alternate spellings for the 
same sound in different words; and 
only partially understands the 
conditions governing their use. 
• Begins to apply rules for forming 
plurals, adding prefixes or suffixes. 
• Uses a high percentage of correctly 
spelled words. 
• Spelling is easily read. 
• Spelling more closely resembles 
conventional English spelling. 
• Choices ( even though incorrect, are 
becoming more sophisticated). 
Examples: 
rane (rain) howse (house) 




5. Correct Spelling 
younited (united) 
egul (eagle) 
• Has internalized alphabetic principle as 
well as basic spelling rules. 
• Can spell many more words correctly. 
• Knowledge of word structure continues 
to increase, including the spelling of af-
fixes, contractions, compound words, 
and homonyms. 
• Demonstrates growing accuracy in us-
ing silent consonants and doubling con-
sonants before adding suffixes. 
• Recognizes when a word doesn't 'look 
right' and can consider alternate spell-
ings for the same word. 
• Demonstrates a greater understanding 
and command of irregular spelling pat-
terns. 
• Is learning and applying consonant and 
vowel alternations. 
Significance: child continues to participate 
in formal spelling instruction. 
Note: 
1. While children's misspellings may at 
first appear to be errors, they are indi-
cators of their stage of spelling devel-
opment. 
2. In an amazingly short period of time, 
usually ages 4- ages 8 or 9, children 
move through these five stages. 
3. "Invented" spellings are to be expected 
and accepted and should be encouraged 
as children are moving through these 
five stages. 
4. Adult conventional spelling is guided by 
a "spelling conscience." This "spelling 
conscience" is developing as children 
move through these stages. 
5. Positive attitudes toward spelling are 
fostered when children's writings are 
recognized within the context of their 
developmental spelling stages. 
6. There is a greater emphasis on recog-
nizing what the child can do and is able 
to do at this point in time, rather than 
focusing on the "can 'ts." 
y>uce, 2aoomlo,g CJcnoot 
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PLS flJ.wa Cc~1-w Netwl)~ ~l)~: 
A Piau ~  ~ P,u,~ ~d,c~ ... by Terri McDonald & Jordon Dierks 
One of the most exciting benefits of 
telecommunications in education is the 
potential for collaborative planning and 
professional development. These experi-
ences are essential because the world 
operates as an information society which 
requires new knowledge, skills, and 
experiences. The Iowa Communications 
Network (ICN) offers powerful teaching 
and learning tools that are reshaping the 
educational process in classrooms and 
demand a new set of skills from educa-
tors. To meet this challenge, 48 Price Lab 
faculty have completed extensive training 
on use of the ICN during the past three 
years. 
During this semester alone, over 200 
PLS students and several faculty have 
been involved in a variety of ICN events. 
They include the following: 
• Careers in Construction: Students 
from Cheryl Timion's class participated in 
a seminar outlining the construction 
industry and its position within the 
American economy. 
• I-CAN: Informational sessions for 
deaf or hearing impaired students were 
presented. Karlene Kirscher-Browne, 
Kelly Phipps and students from around 
the state participated. 
• Colorado Quartet Chamber Music 
Master Class: PLS Orchestra students 
observed the Colorado Quartet, an award-
winning musical group from New York in 
residence at the University of Iowa. 
Instructional lessons from Hancher 
Auditorium were presented. 
• Red Ribbon Week: Doug Nichol's 
speech class was involved in open 
dialogue between 11 Iowa and 12 Missis-
sippi High Schools discussing drug abuse 
moderated by former NFL player Glen 
Collins. Doug also uses the room on a 
daily basis for his 9th grade speech class. 
Students are being exposed to the latest in 
technology and utilizing the unique 
features including PowerPoint software, 
the overhead camera, VCR's to play and 
make permanent videotapes of their 
presentations. The students are also 
becoming familiar with the nature of the 
ICN room, switching from camera to 
camera, and computer to laser disc. 
• Indian Heritage: Native American 
author Ralph Moisa, descendant of the 
Yaqui Nation, shared tribal artifacts, tools 
and ceremonial wear with students in the 
classes of Mary Guenther, Diane McCarty, 
Kay Treiber, and Corrine Brown. 
• Mike Fanelli and his orchestra 
students originated a string instruction 
transmission from the PLS Orchestra 
Room routed through our ICN Classroom 
to the two ICN Classrooms at SEC and a 
compressed video link to Indiana Univer-
sity at Indianapolis. At the Schindler 
Education Center, preservice teachers 
observed the lesson and were debriefed 
afterward. The transmission also demon-
strated technology initiatives at PLS ~nd 
UNI to Russian students and educators. 
The event was moderated by Fred Rees, 
UNI music professor, in Indianapolis. 
• Terri McDonald, Telecommunica-
tions Coordinator at PLS, gave a session 
about the design and program development 
of our ICN room to the State Historical 
Society Museum, Janesville faculty, and 
visitors from Russia. Currently the 
Waterloo Schools, Janesville schools, the 
State Historical Society, and several other 
schools are using the PLS ICN room as a 
prototype for the design of their ICN 
classrooms. 
• Jacque Smith's students were 
hooked up to students in Council Bluffs to . 
present circular stories that they wrote and -
illustrated. The students at the other site 
were able to interact with PLS students 
and ask specific questions about their 
stories. The Council Bluff students also 
prepared and shared their stories as well. 
• Merrie Schroeder has scheduled 
many PLS Inservice Meetings using the 
resources of the ICN classroom. Those 
include: Nov. 13, Mistakes & Memories; 
Dec. 4, Non-Verbal Communication; Dec. 
10, Character Education; Dec. 11, Law 
Related Education; Jan. 15, Building a 
Lab School in a Far Away Land; Feb. 12 
and Mar. 5, Faculty Inservice. 
• UNI classes and seminars are held 
in our ICN room on a weekly basis to 
provide distance learning opportunities for 
students around the state. They are: 
Foundations of Music Education, Technol-
ogy Education in Curriculum Planning, 
Development in Middle School/Jr. High 
Curriculum, Language and Communica-
tion Skills, Language in Culture, Second-
ary Education, and the Curriculum and 
Technology Project. • 
Parents are always invited to visit the 
PLS ICN room during a live transmission 
or for a demonstration of the room. 
Contact Terri McDonald at 273-3076 if 
you are interested. 
